
Understanding Saxophone Transposition

Saxophones are commonly pitched in Bb and Eb. Piano, flutes, guitars,
basses and other stringed instruments sound in “concert pitch.”
Concert pitched instruments are “non-transposing instruments.”
Saxophones are “transposing instruments” (except C Melody
Saxophone).

Does this confuse you? Don’t worry. The following article will
attempt to explain in a no-nonsense way just how to understand
transposition on any saxophone.

First, it is important to understand that the concept of transposition is
often dealt with far into the study of saxophone. If you are reading
from a saxophone method book or reading music written for your
specific saxophone, the transposition has been done for you in your
copy of the music. For example: You are given a piece of music that
says “Eb Alto Saxophone” in the top, left hand corner. Simply reed
that piece of music as you see it. Simple.

Any instrument playing from the printed music (with their specific
instrument indicated in the top left hand corner) will be automatically
“transposed” from concert key.

Still confused? I’ll explain in greater detail.

There are several transpositions prevalent in wind instruments. They
are commonly pitched in Bb, Eb, F, G and A. Concert instruments are
pitched in C. For saxophone players, the most common transpositions
are Bb (tenor and soprano) and Eb (alto and baritone)
One of the easiest ways to grasp the concept is to play a “C” on your
saxophone. The note that SOUNDS is the concert pitch. The table
below shows which concert pitch sounds when “C” is played on your
saxophone.

Instrument Note Fingered Concert Pitch
Bb Soprano Sax C Bb
Eb Alto Sax C Eb

Bb Tenor Sax C Bb
Eb Baritone Sax C Eb

This is WHY it is called a Bb Soprano Saxophone. When you play “C”
on the soprano saxophone, a concert Bb is what you hear.
When you play a C on Eb Alto Saxophone, you hear a concert Eb.

Further Understanding Transposition

When reading concert pitched (non-transposed) music on the
saxophone, you must transpose it at sight or take the time to rewrite it
in the correct transposition.

The soprano saxophone has the easiest transposition. You simply read
up one whole step from concert pitch. You can also think of it another
way. Change the key signature and read up to the next line or space.
The example below should help clarify the process.

In the above example the concert pitch is on the top staff. Below the
concert staff are the most common saxophone transpositions. The first
measure is in Concert C (no sharps or flats in the key signature). The
soprano sax transposes up one whole step to the key of D (two sharps
in the key signature). The written C in concert pitch is transposed to a
D for soprano sax. C was on a line and the next space higher is a D.



To further explain this concept, the table below explains the actual
transpositions from concert pitch to each common saxophone.

Instrument Soprano Alto Tenor Baritone
Transposition Up 1

whole step
or a Major
2nd

Up a
Major 6th

Up a
Major 9th

or an
Octave
and a
Major 2nd

Up a Major
13th or an
Octave and
a 6th

Tricks for Quick Transposition

When first learning to transpose, many times it is when necessity
dictates the process. A scenario might be that a piano player has the
music to a song you want to play but no music for the saxophone.

Trick for Soprano Sax – Simply read up one line or space from the
written concert pitch. Ex: A written F on the bottom space will be
transposed up to the next line, second line G. It is also the next letter in
the musical alphabet. Secondly, you must take away two flats from the
key signature or add two sharps.

Trick for Alto Sax – Read down to the next space from a space or
down to the next line from a line. Ex: A written C on the third space
will be played as an A on the second space. You then need to play up
one octave to the high A to truly match the concert pitch. The key
signature needs to change as well. Take away 3 flats or add 3 sharps.

Trick for Tenor Sax - Simply read up one line or space from the
written concert pitch. Ex: A written F on the bottom space will be
transposed up to the next line, second line G. It is also the next letter in
the musical alphabet. Secondly, you must take away two flats from the
key signature or add two sharps. You then need to play up one octave
to the high G to truly match the concert pitch.

Trick for Baritone Sax – Read down to the next space from a space
or down to the next line from a line. Ex: A written C on the third space
will be played as an A on the second space. You then need to play up

one octave to the high A to truly match the concert pitch. The key
signature needs to change as well. Take away 3 flats or add 3 sharps.

Disclaimer: These tips and tricks for understanding transposition
should help most saxophonists understand transposition on at least a
basic level. The transposition of accidentals can be particularly tricky
at first. To truly understand transposition, greater comprehension of
music theory and harmony is recommended. For many, this is learned
at the high school or college level.


